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Abstract: Discrete systems and properties of these are defined at a behavioral level
independently of the actual representation. Hence we can use any representation that is
useful for our purposes. Ultimately the representation is some form of relation.

For analysis and design computations on discrete systems it is crucial that we can
manipulate fairly complex relations. Polynomials over finite fields are fully capable of
representing all finite relations and furthermore they offer an appealing approach both
from a theory standpoint as well as a computational perspective. In particular Boolean
polynomials and multivalued logic are special cases.

A complete discrete (event) computational theory is presented in terms polynomial
relations over finite fields. The basic components of the theory are:

Modeling: Mapping from some model description to a polynomial model.

Analysis: Computing properties of a polynomial model.

Design: Modifying properties of a polynomial model.

Implementation: Mapping from a polynomial model to some other model description.

� 1 Introduction

� 1.1 This Approach

The basic idea presented in this document is that one can use polynomial rela-
tions over finite fields as the fundamental building block in order to deal with
discrete (event) systems.
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High level concepts such as the behavior, e.g. language, of a system provide
a nice framework for thinking about systems and properties of these. How-
ever at some point a model is needed either in order to describe or compute
with systems and properties. Furthermore a model representation should offer
both theoretical and computational advantages. Polynomial relations over fi-
nite fields have a well developed geometry, algebra and algorithmics and thus
offer one potential such representation. See section 2 for a complete tour of the
geometry, algebra and algorithmics of polynomial relations over finite fields. In
particular every finite set, finite relation and finite function can be represented
as a polynomial object.

The remaining sections give a brief overview of how one can deal with mod-
eling, analysis, design and implementation questions.

� 1.2 Related Approaches

The field of discrete (event) systems is quite old, e.g. [19, 17, 14]. The modern
treatment within the control community is due to Ramadge and Wonham [20,
21, 22] with numerous contributions by other workers in the field. Polynomials
over finite fields have also been suggested by Le Borgne et.al [15, 16]. Boolean
polynomials have been used in the systems sciences since Shannon [23], but
more recently they have also been used for discrete control [12].

� 1.3 Outline

In section 2 the geometry, algebra and algorithms for polynomials over finite
fields are presented. In section 3 the basic behaviorial notions are introduced.
In section 4 we give several mappings from other model description domains
to the polynomial domain. In section 5 we express several analysis questions
in as polynomial computations, e.g. reachability, controllability, language in-
tersection. In section 6 we give solutions to a number of control problems. In
section 7 some mappings from the polynomial representation to other represen-
tations are given. Finally in section 8 we present some of our findings and list
some future projects.

� 2 Algebraic Tools

A fundamental prerequisite when dealing with discrete systems is that one should
be able to manipulate discrete sets, relations and functions. These are the build-
ing blocks with which we construct machines and dynamic systems. A further
both practical and theoretical constraint is that we should be able to manipulate
fairly complex versions of all the objects above.

Below we see that polynomials over finite fields is one powerful such tool-
box. Polynomials over finite fields fields has been suggested before by Le Borgne
et.al [15, 16] and independently by the author. It has since been explored in
many directions by the author [11, 6, 7, 8].

The presentation below is discussed at three levels of abstraction:

Geometry: At this level we view sets, relations and functions as mathemati-
cal set theoretic objects with the additional constraint that they are repre-
sentable as zero sets of polynomials.
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Algebra: Introduces the sets of polynomials, ideals, as an algebraic analog of
the geometric objects. A very strong connection between algebraic and
geometric objects is also given.

Algorithms: Introduces unique representations of the potentially infinite alge-
braic objects, i.e. a canonical forms. The key ingredients are Gröbner basis
and principal basis. As well as an efficient representations of polynomials
or sets of polynomials known as q:ary decision diagrams.

� 2.1 Geometry

The fundamental geometric object is that of an algebraic set:

Definition 2.1 Geometric Object: Algebraic Set
Let F be a field, thenW � F

n is an algebraic set iff there existsA � F�x� � � � � � xn�

such that

W � fu � F
n j p�u� � � for all p � Ag

We will always use a finite field Fq , which is the finite field1 with q elements,
where q � pn for some prime p. Furthermore we are not interested in rep-
resenting multisets in F

n , i.e. sets counting multiplicities as some points and
hence we will use the (quotient) polynomial ring:

Rq�x�� � � � � xn� � Fq �x�� � � � � xn��hx
q
� � x�� � � � � x

q
n � xni

Roughly speaking, the polynomial ring Rq�x�� � � � � xn� allows us to represent
every set, relation and function with no duplicates.

Theorem 2.1
If X� Y � F

n
q are algebraic sets then so are X�Y,X�Y,XnY. Similarly if V � F

n
q

and W � F
n�m
q are algebraic sets and � � Fnq � F

n�m
q a polynomial mapping

then:

�m�V�� �m�W�� ��V�� ����W�

are also algebraic sets.

Here �l�V� � F
m
q � V is the embedding of V into F

m
q � F

n
q and �m�W� is the

projection of W onto its m last components.

Proof 2.1 Of theorem 2.1
See [11, 9] for complete proofs.

1Also denoted as Galois field GF�q�.
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� 2.2 Algebra

An algebraic set is the solution set of a set of polynomial equations and this set
remains the same if we consider all linear2 combinations of the defining polyno-
mials, this is the idea behind an ideal. This is in essence the same idea as behind
a generating set of a linear space.

Definition 2.2 Algebraic Object: Ideal
Let A � Rq�x�� � � � � xn� then A is an ideal iff

f� g � A� a � f� b � g � A for all a� b � Rq �x�� � � � � xn�

We define the two functions:

V � Ideals� Algebraic Sets I � Algebraic Sets� Ideals

We then get the following connections between ideals and algebraic sets:

Theorem 2.2 Algebra–Geometry Connection
Let A�B � Rq�x� and let X� Y � F

n
q then:

I�V�A�� � A V�I�X�� � X (1)
X � Y� I�X� � I�Y� A � B� V�A� � V�B� (2)

I�X � Y� � I�X� � I�Y� V�A � B� � V�A� � V�B� (3)
I�X � Y� � I�X� � I�Y� V�A � B� � V�A� � V�A� (4)
I�X � Y� � I�X� � I�Y� V�A � B� � V�A� � V�B� (5)
I�X n Y� � I�X� � I�Y� V�A � B� � V�A� n V�B� (6)

Furthermore if we letU � F
n
q ,W � F

n�m
q ,C � Rq�x�� � � � � xn�,D � Rq�x�� � � � � xn�m�

and � � Fn � F
n�m then:

I��n�W�� � I�W�c V�Dc� � �n�V�D�� (7)
I��m�U�� � I�U�e V�Ce� � �n�V�C�� (8)

I�����W�� � �̃�I�W�� V��̃�D�� � ����V�D�� (9)

I���U�� � �̃���I�U�� V��̃���C�� � ��V�C�� (10)

In theorem 2.2 we have used a number of ideal operations, i.e. ideal sum
(A� B), ideal product (A � B), ideal intersection (A � B) and ideal quotient (A �

B). The precise definition of these can be found in, e.g. [4, 18, 1] or any other
standard commutative algebra textbook.

Proof 2.2 Of theorem 2.2
See [11] these proofs. In particular equation (1) is a new Hilbert nullstellensatz
for these ideals.

2Strictly speaking we consider all modular combinations.
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In effect theorem 2.2 shows that anything we can do geometrically, i.e. using
sets, relations and functions we can do using polynomial objects. Furthermore
we can convert between the two representations. We will also introduce a no-
tation that is more convenient for dealing with these algebraic objects:

Definition 2.3 Algebraic Notation
Let A�B � Rq�x� be ideals, then let:

A u B � A� B (11)
A t B � A � B (12)
A n B � A � B (13)
�B � h�i � B (14)

A� B � �A t B (15)
�x A�x� y� � tw�Fmq A�w�y� (16)

	x A�x� y� � uw�Fmq A�w�y� (17)

If in addition we have some set C with C�x� as the corresponding ideal then:

�x � C A�x� y� � �x C�x� uA�x� y� (18)
	x � C A�x� y� � 	x C�x�� A�x� y� (19)

The idea is that the notation should remind us of the corresponding set opera-
tion, i.e. V�A u B� � V�A� � V�B� etc. In particular we can use the operations
in definition 2.3 as a convenient way of expressing operations on sets and rela-
tions.

� 2.3 Algorithms

The algorithmic objects will have to be finitely represented.

Definition 2.4 Algorithmic Object: Basis
Let F � ff��x�� � � � � fm�x�g � Rq�x�� � � � � xn� then

hFi � inffA j A � Rq�x� and A an ideal g

Furthermore F is an ideal basis for hFi.

The Hilbert basis theorem guarantees that every ideal has a finite basis, i.e. ev-
ery ideal A � F�x� � � � � � xn� is of the form A � hf�� � � � � fmi for some fi � F�x�.
For ideals in Rq�x�� � � � � xn� we also have that every ideal is principal, i.e. it can
be represented by a single element, see theorem 2.3 below. The basic idea is to
compute a canonical representation of each ideal.

� 2.3.1 Gröbner Bases

The Gröbner basis is the only generally useful algorithmic tool for commutative
algebra over general fields. There are algorithms that compute new ideal bases
from the old ideal bases for all of the operations presented in theorem 2.2. See
Cox et.al [4] or [18, 1] for details.
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The Gröbner basis algorithm is not very competitive with the principal basis
algorithm below for small fields.3 For larger fields Gröbner bases are likely to
be competitive though.

� 2.3.2 Principal Basis

It turns out that the ideals in Rq�x�� � � � � xn� can be generated by a single ele-
ment, i.e. they are principal. This is in contrast to ideals in F�x� � � � � � xn� or lin-
ear sub spaces of Fn that both require several basis elements in general. Fur-
thermore we can perform all the ideal operations listed in theorem 2.2 on the
principal basis representation.

Theorem 2.3 Principal Basis
The polynomial ring Rq�x�� � � � � xn� is a principal ideal domain. Furthermore

we have that:

hf�� � � � � fmi � h	 �
Y

��i�n

�	 � f
q��
i �i (20)

in the ring Rq�x�� � � � � xn�.

Proof 2.3 Of theorem 2.3
See [9] for full proof.

By using theorem 2.3 we can now give the principal basis computations needed
for the various ideal operations.

Theorem 2.4 Algorithm – Algebra Connection: Principal Base Operations
Let A�B � Rq�x�� � � � � xn� be ideals with principal generators, i.e. A � hai and
B � hbi. Then:

hai� hbi � h	 � �	 � aq����	 � bq���i (21)
hai � hbi � habi (22)
hai � hbi � habi (23)

hai � hbi � h	 � �	 � aq����	 � �	 � bq���q���i (24)

Furthermore C � hci � Rq�x�� � � � � xn�, D � hdi � Rq�x�� � � � � xn�m�, then:

Dc � h
Y
��Fmq

d�x�
�i (25)

Ce � hci (26)
(27)

Finally let

� � Rq�y�� � � � � ym�� Rq�x�� � � � � xn�� y� 
� ���x�� � � � � ym 
� �m�x�

3The author has tried most of the currently available algebra implementations, commercial and
public domain.
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be ring homomorphism and let and E � hei � Rq�y�� � � � � ym� and F � hfi �
Rq�x�� � � � � xn� be ideals. Then:

�̃�E� � h�̃�e�i � he����x�� � � � � �m�x��i (28)

�̃���F� � hf�x�� y� ����x�� � � � � ym ��m�x�ic (29)

Proof 2.4 Of theorem 2.4
See [9] for complete proofs.

� 3 Systems

� 3.1 Behaviors

We will regard systems as defined by their set of behaviors in the spirit of Willems [24].

Definition 3.1 Systems
A static system is given by a pair �D�B� with B � D where D is the (event)

domain and B is the behavior. A dynamic system is given by a triple �T�D� B�

with B � DT where T is the time domain, D the (event) domain and B the be-
havior.

For discrete systems the event domain D is typically a finite set and the time
domain T is also usually discrete we will use any of Z � f���	���� � � � g, N �

f�� 	� �� � � � g or N� � ���i��Zi where Zi � f�� 	� � � � � i � 	g. One can also use
partially ordered time domains for concurrent systems.

� 3.2 Models

In order to manipulate systems we need some finite representation, a model. For
discrete time it is natural to use relations in finitely many time shifts, i.e. differ-
ence or recursion equations.

Definition 3.2 Models
A modelM for a dynamic system S with event domain D and time domain T,
is a finite number of finite dimensional relations over D:

r� � Dd� � � � � � rN � DdN

together with a rule f of how to obtain the behavioral relation of the dynamic
system S

r � f�r�� � � � � rN� � DT

In particular we know that every model over some finite domain can be repre-
sented as a collection of polynomial relations.
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� 4 Modeling

By modeling we mean the translation � of from some modeling domain MD a
polynomial dynamical system (PDS), but such a translation should be behavior
preserving, i.e.

� � MD� PDS and ��BMD�m�� � BPDS���m�� for all m �MD

� 4.1 Finite Automata

� 4.1.1 Modeling Domain

Finite automata (FA) come in many flavors, but basically they can all be thought
of as a system:

x�k� 	� � f�x�k�� u�k�� (30)
y�k� � g�x�k�� u�k�� (31)

where f � X � U � X and g � X � U � Y and X�U� Y are all finite sets. These
machines go by several special names such as Moore – Mealy automata or de-
terministic – nondeterministic4 finite automata, but these are all special cases
of this class.

The behavioral mapping depends on the class of system, i.e. is the initial
state(s) and/or the final state(s) given and should we consider only input, out-
put, input – output or input – state – output behavior.

� 4.1.2 Mapping to PDS

The principle is the same for all types of finite automata. The following will
outline a solution for the Mealy type of automata. A Mealy automata is a five
tuple �X�U� Y� f� g�whereX�U� Y are finite sets and f � X�U� X and g � X�U�
Y. We will map this to a polynomial system description in two steps� � �p��c
where:

�c � �X�U� Y� f� g� 
� �Xc� Uc� Yc� fc� gc� (32)
�p � �Xc� Uc� Yc� fc� gc� 
� �Xp� Up� Yp� fp� gp� (33)

Suppose we have chosen q, the number of elements in our field, then we can
give a solution as five separate functions: First the set encodings, i.e. injective
functions:

�X � X� F
n
q � �U � U� F

i
q � �Y � Y� F

o
q

where the minimal choices ofn� i ando are given byn � dlog
q
jXje, i � dlog

q
jUje

and o � dlog
q
jYje. Furthermore the functions f and g are translated through:

�f � �X�U� X�� �Fnq � F
i
q � F

n
q �� �g � �X�U� Y�� �Fnq � F

i
q � F

o
q �

where �f and �g are given as:

�f�f� � �f�f��xi� uj�� xk� j xi � X and uj � U and xk � f�xi� uj�g�

� f���X�xi�� �U�uj��� �X�xk�� j xi � X and uj � U and xk � f�xi� uj�g�

4For the non deterministic automata (NFA) the transition relation is not on explicit form.
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The last set essentially means fc��X�xi�� �U�uj�� � �X�f�xi� uj��. The map-
ping �g is defined similarly.

In order to get the polynomial representation we will need some form of in-
terpolation function, e.g. Lagrange interpolating function. The Lagrange inter-
polating function is defined as

L��x� �
Y

��Fqnf�g

�x�
�

�� �
�
� and L������� ��n��x�� � � � � xn� � L���x�� � � � L�n�xn�

Using the Lagrange interpolation from above we immediately obtain poly-
nomial representations of fP and gP, e.g.

fp�x� � PS�f� �x�� � � � � xm�� �
X
��Fm

L��x�f���

Example 4.1 Polynomial Mapping of Finite Automata
Suppose we have a finite automata M we can map this to the corresponding

polynomial system according to the map above.

��M� � �p ��c

�
BBBBBBBB�

s0 s1

s2 s3

a0/b0 a1/b0

a0/b0

a1/b0

a0/b0
a0/b0

a1/b0

a1/b1

�
CCCCCCCCA

� �p ��c

�
BBBBB�

�f� g� a� a�

s� �s�� b�� �s�� b��

s� �s	� b�� �s�� b��

s	 �s�� b�� �s
� b��

s
 �s
� b�� �s
� b��

�
CCCCCA

� �p

�
BBBBB�

�fc� gc� � 	

��� �� ���� ��� �� ���� 	�� ��

��� 	� ��	� ��� �� ���� 	�� ��

�	� �� ���� ��� �� ��	� 	�� 	�

�	� 	� ��	� 	�� �� ��	� 	�� ��

�
CCCCCA

� ��� �� ��

�
ux� � x	 � ux	
u � x�x	 � ux�x	

�
� ux� � ux�x	�

� �h�i� h�i� h�i�

�
x�� 
� ux� � x	 � ux	�

x�	 
� u � x�x	 � ux�x	

�
� fy� 
� ux� � ux�x	g�

In the last expression for the state transition function we have use a notation
similar to that of a homomorphism and prior to that a notation similar to the
usually used in systems theory.
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� 4.2 Boolean System

� 4.2.1 Modeling Domain

We consider static and dynamic systems defined through Boolean expressions.
The set of Boolean expressions in the varibles x � fx�� � � � � xng are given by:

�� 	� x�� � � � � xn � B �x�

e�� e	 � B �x� � ��e��� �e� � e	�� �e	 � e	� � B �x�

where the connectives are and (�), or (�) and not (�). A Boolean expression in
n variables can be interpreted as a set, relation or a function depending on con-
text.

� 4.2.2 Mapping to PDS

We will replace each Boolean expression with a corresponding polynomial over
the field F	 that evaluates to the same value independently of the particular in-
terpretation of this Boolean expression. This map� � B �x� � R	�x� is recursively
given below:

���� � �

��	� � 	

��xi� � xi� i � 	� �� � � � � n

���e� � 	 ���e�

��e� � e	� � ��e����e	�

��e� � e	� � ��e�� � ��e	� ���e����e	�

In particular we easily map Boolean dynamic system to polynomial dynamic
systems.

Example 4.2 Mapping a Boolean System
Suppose we have a Boolean system B with input u, output y and states x�� x	:

��B� � �

�
�
�
x��
x�	

�
�

�
�x� � x	�� ��u�

x	 � u

�

y � x� � u

�
A

�

��
�
�
x��
x�	

�
�

�
�	 � u��x� � x	 � x�x	�

u � x	 � ux	

�
�

y � ux�

�	



� 4.3 Grafcet

� 4.3.1 Modeling Domain

The set of Grafcet expressions as described in the IEC standard [2] together with
behavior as defined in that standard.5

5That version of the standard have several Grafcet expression with no behavior defined for them.
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� 4.3.2 Mapping to PDS

Unfortunately it would take up too much bandwidth to give the complete map-
ping from Grafcet to PDS here, but see [9] for a complete mapping.

Example 4.3 Grafcet to PDS
Suppose we have the simple Grafcet G below:

��G� � �

�
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBB�

x1

x2 x3

u1

u2

u3

x4
u4

�
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA

�

����
���

x�� 
� x� � �x� � 	�x	x�u
 � x�u�
x�	 
� x	 � �x	 � 	�x�u� � x	x��u
 � u� � u
u��

x�
 
� x
 � �x
 � 	�x�u� � x
u	
x�� 
� x� � �x� � 	�x
u	 � x��u
 � u� � u
u��

���	
��


� 5 Analysis

By analysis we mean computing some property of the behavior of the associ-
ated model. Below we will study reachable sets, various forms of controllable sets
and some formal language properties. In addition to these one can easily verify
temporal algebra statements using polynomial relations over finite fields, see [3,
9] for theoretical and computational formulation and see [10] for an industrial
strength application.

� 5.1 Classical Control

In this section we will study some classical control issues and hence we assume
that we have a model of the form:

Implicit: M�x� u� x��� or Explicit: x� � f�x� u�

where x is the state, u the input and x� is the next state. The main reason for
introducing this new separation of variables is that most control notions depend
on this separation.

� 5.1.1 Reachable Sets

The set of reachable states are of quite practical significance, e.g. in the in order
to verify to correct operation of a discrete system one might want to insure that
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one never reaches states where one can perform some dangerous action. The
set of reachable states can usually be quite large, e.g. in [10] the landing gear
controller on the new Swedish fighter aircraft which in its compressed form had
� binary state variables. Out of the potential �	� reachable states roughly 	����
was actually reachable in the given configuration a number far bigger then what
is manually possible to analyze.

Definition 5.1 Reachable States
A state x� is (forward) reachable from Xi in k steps in the system M�x� u� x��

iff

�xk �uk�� x� � Xi � ��k��
i��M�xi� ui� xi����� xk � x�

The set of forward reachable states in k steps from Xi is denoted FRk�Xi�. The
set of forward reachable states in k steps or less fromXi is denoted FRk�Xi�. The
set of forward reachable states fromXi�x� is the set of states reachable in finitely
many steps, denoted FR�Xi�x��.

Analogously to forward reachable states one defines backward reachable states,
i.e. BRk�Xf� and BRk�Xf� respectively.

Theorem 5.1 Reachable States
Let M�x� u� x�� be a system and let Xi be a set of initial states we then have:

FRk���x� � �x̃�ũ FRk�x̃��M�x̃� ũ� x�� FR��x� � Xi�x�

FRk���x� � FRk�x�� �x̃�ũ FRk�x̃��M�x̃� ũ� x�� FR��x� � Xi�x�

FR�Xi�x�� � lim
k��

FRk�Xi�x��

The proof is an induction. Notice that FR�Xi�x�� is guaranteed to exist since
�FRk�Xi�x���

�

k�� is a descending chain of ideal (i.e. an increasing sequence of
sets) and hence will saturate, i.e.

FRN�Xi�x�� � FRN���Xi�x�� � � � �

for some finite N. In fact the maximal N is qn, where q is the field size and n

the number of state variables x.

� 5.1.2 Controllable or Invariant Sets

A subset of the state space is controllable if there is some control action that can
keep you within the set for all states in that set. A similar notion exist for lin-
ear systems and is then called the �A�B�–invariant space. This notion is use-
ful in that it is the basis for most discrete design strategies including the Ra-
madge/Wonham supervisor, see section 6 for more on this.

Definition 5.2 Controllable Sets or Invariant Sets
Let W � X then W is a controllable set or an invariant set iff for every x � W

there exist some control u such that all possible next states x� are in W.

For polynomial dynamical systems over finite fields we can check whether a
set is controllable or invariant.
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Theorem 5.2 Controllable Set
Let M�x� u� x�� be a model then W�x� is an invariant set iff

	x�u	x� W�x�� �M�x� u� x���W�x���

Similarly let x� 
� f�x� u� then W�x� is an invariant set iff

	x�uW�x��W�f�x� u��

Proof 5.1 Of theorem 5.2
Direct translation of definition 5.2.

If we assume that we have an additional set of input signals, disturbances, that
we cannot control then we need to look for subsets of the state space that we
can guarantee that our controller will stay within despite a malicious distur-
bance. The definition differs slightly depending on whether you have access to
the value of the disturbance signal.

Definition 5.3 Disturbance Rejection Set
Let W � X then W is a disturbance feedforward rejection set iff for every
x � W and every v � V there exist some control u � U such that all possible
next states x� are in W.

SimilarlyW is a disturbance rejection set iff for every x �W and there exist
some control u � U such that all possible next states (independently of v � V)
x� are in W.

Theorem 5.3 Disturbance Rejection Set
LetM�x� u� v� x�� or x� 
� f�x� v� u� be a model thenW�x� is a disturbance feed-
forward rejection set iff

	x	v�u	x�W�x�� �M�x� v� u� x���W�x���

	x	v�uW�x��W�f�x� v� u��

Similarly W�x� is a disturbance rejection set iff

	x�u�v	x�W�x�� �M�x� v� u� x���W�x���

	x�u�vW�x��W�f�x� v� u��

Proof 5.2 Of theorem 5.3
Direct interpretation of definition 5.3.

If our given set is not a controllable set or a disturbance rejection set it is
natural to approximate it either from below or from above. See theorem 6.2 for
approximation from below.
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� 5.2 Regular Formal Language

In many other approaches to discrete control, e.g. the Ramadge/Wonham ap-
proach [22], the entire problem is formulated in terms of a formal language, usu-
ally a regular language. One can formulate most analysis questions about reg-
ular language as questions about the corresponding automata. Below are some
sample properties and computations, but see [13, 5] for more details.

� 5.2.1 Formal Language Properties

Definition 5.4 Regular Language
Let M�x� u� x�� be a model and let Xi and Xf be subsets of the state space X.

Then the language accepted by M is given by:

L � fu � UN
�

j �xN x� � Xi � ��N��
i�� M�xi� ui� xi����� xN � Xfg

From our point of view the language is a projection of the behavior of the model
which includes initial, final and transition relation. A regular language is one that
can be realized by a finite state transition relation as in definition 5.4 above. If
the state transition relation is implicit, then the automaton is usually denoted as
non deterministic and if the state transition relation is explicit then the automaton
is denoted as deterministic.

A number of properties stated at the language level can be determined by
computations on the model:

Theorem 5.4 Regular Language Properties
Let L� and L	 be regular languages with models �M��x�� u� x

�
� �� X

�
i �x��� X

�
f �x���

and �M	�x	� u� x
�
	 �� X

	
i �x	�� X

	
f�x	�� respectively, then

L� � � FR�Xi�x��� � Xf�x�� � 

L� � L	 � L� � �L	 � 

L� � L	 � L� � L	 and L	 � L�

Proof 5.3 Of theorem 5.4
If there is no path from the initial set to the final set then the language have to

be empty. The remaining two properties rely on the fact that we can compute a
new model having L���L	 as a language and then checking that for emptiness.

� 5.2.2 Formal Language Operations

The regular languages are closed under a multitude of operations at the lan-
guage level, e.g. if L� and L	 are regular so are the complement (�L�), intersec-
tion (L��L	), union (L��L	), concatenation (L�L	), Kleene star (L��), (language)
homomorphism (f�L��) and inverse (language) homomorphism (f���L��). See
Hopcroft et.al [13] for details.
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We will need the intersection model though:

Theorem 5.5 Language Intersection
Let L� and L	 be regular languages with models �M��x�� u� x

�
� �� X

�
i �x�� X

�
f �x��

and �M	�x	� u� x
�
	 �� X

	
i �x�� X

	
f �x�� respectively, then L� � L	 has the model:

�M��x�� u� x
�
	 � uM	�x	� u� x

�
	 �� X

�
i �x�� u X

	
i �x	�� X

�
f �x�� u X

	
f �x	��

Proof 5.4 Of theorem 5.5
Use definition directly or see Hopcroft et.al [13].

We will use theorem 5.5 in order to derive the Ramadge/Wonham supervisor
controller.

� 6 Design

By design we mean a modification of the behavior of a system through a con-
troller.

� 6.1 Control and Disturbance Rejection Problems

We assume that we have formulated our control objectives as a subset of W of
the whole state space W � X. See below for a number of ways to generate such
subsets.

Theorem 6.1 Controller
Let r�x� u� x�� or x� 
� f�x� u� be a model and let W�x� be a controllable set.

Then the following controllers will guarantee our control objective:

C�x� u� � W�f�x� u��� or C�x� u� � 	x�r�x� u� x���W�x�� (34)

Proof 6.1 Of theorem 6.1
Since W�x� is controllable we know from theorem 5.2 that there exist some u

that make us stay within the set W. Furthermore equation (34) defines the rela-
tion between x and u.

Corollary 6.1 Disturbance Rejector
Let r�x� v� u� x�� or x� 
� f�x� v� u� be a model with state x, disturbance input
v and control input u. Furthermore let W�x� be a feedforward controllable set.
Then the following feedforward rejectors guarantee our control objective:

C�x� v� u� � W�f�x� v� u��� or C�x� v� u� � 	x�r�x� v� u� x���W�x�� (35)

Similarly if W�x� a disturbance rejection set then the disturbance rejectors be-
low will guarantee the control objective:

C�x� u� � �v W�f�x� v� u��� or C�x� u� � �v 	x�r�x� v� u� x���W�x��(36)
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The controllers derived in theorems 6.1 and 6.1 all require that the given design
objective W�x�was controllable in an appropriate sense. See below for how the
objective W�x� can be approximated from above and below.

Another problem is that all of the controllers are returned in an implicit form.
From an implementation point of view this is highly undesirable. See subsec-
tion 6.3 below for classes of control problems that will admit explicit controller
solutions. The Ramadge/Wonham supervisor problem is one of these prob-
lems.

� 6.2 Supremal Controllable Sets

Theorem 6.2 Supremal Controllable Sets
Let r�x� u� x�� or x� 
� f�x� u� be a model with state x and control inputu. Then
let:

	Wk���x� � 	Wk u �u 	Wk�f�x� u��� 	W��x� � W�x�

Then 	W�x� � limk��
	Wk�x� �W�x� is a largest controllable set below W�x�.

Proof 6.2 Of theorem 6.2
We get a decreasing sequence of ideals which will saturate and hence 	W�x� is

well defined. Furthermore 	W�x� is controllable since it is fixed point to the it-
eration above.

� 6.3 Explicit Controller Problems

Some formulations of the controller problem can be given an explicit solution
more or less immediately.

Theorem 6.3 Explicit Controller
Suppose we have a model x� 
� x � f�x� v�u with state x, disturbance input v

and control input u. Let W�x� be a control objective. We then have the explicit
feedforward disturbance rejection:

u � k�x� v� � 	 � �W�x� f�x� v��

and the explicit disturbance rejection:

u � k�x� � 	 � �	v W�x� f�x� v��

Both controllers are minimally restrictive.

Proof 6.3 Of theorem 6.3
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Suppose x and v are such that the
objective is satisfied then the control
should let the disturbance through
in order to be minimally restrictive.

W�x� f�x� v�� � �� u � �

If x and v are such that they will vi-
olate the objective, then the control
need to block the disturbance.

W�x� f�x� v�� �� �� u � �

We can now give alternative formulations of theorem 6.3 such as, suppose we
have a model of the form:

x� 
� x � �f��x� v��u� � � � �� fk�x� vk�uk�

Assume in addition that we have constraint that only one of the vi disturbances
can occur simultaneously, by e.g. giving an additional equation on only the vi’s.
We can then apply theorem 6.3 on the sequence of disturbance rejection prob-
lems and obtain the explicit controllers:

u��x� � k��x�� � � � � uk�x� � kk�x�� with ui�x� � 	 � ��vi W�x� fi�x� vi��

Theorem 6.3 can also easily be reformulated for implicit systems.
Another extension is to use a system of the form:

x� 
� x � f��x� v��u� � � � � � fk�x� vk�uk � g��x�w�

where w is also treated as a disturbance. In this case we would have make sure
that our design objective W�x� is controllable before providing the controller.

� 6.4 Supervisory Control Problem

We now have all the building blocks to do the supervisory control problem. In
words we essentially construct the intersection of two languages (if we disre-
gard the control signal). We then compute the backward reachable states in the
intersection system and approximate that set from below in the disturbance re-
jection sense.

Definition 6.1 Supervisory Control Problem
Let our model be

Mm�x� v�w� u� x�� �M��x� v�� x
��u� � � � ��Mk�x� vk� x

��uk �Mr�x�w� x
��

with v and w disturbance input and u control input. Also assume that only one
of vi or wj can occur simultaneously. Furthermore suppose we have the initial
set Xi�x� and final set Xf�x�.

Then let our control specification be given by:

Ms�z� v�w� z
��

with initial set Zi�z� and final set Zf�z� and similarly assume that only one of
vi or wj can occur simultaneously.

Then the supervisor control problem is to find a largest disturbance rejection
set W�x� z� for

M�x� z� v�w� u� x�� z�� � Mm�x� v�w� u� x�� uMs�z� v�w� z
��
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such that W�x� z� � BR�Xf�x� u Zf�z�� and the corresponding disturbance re-
jection controller.

(Note: An example will be here later.)

� 7 Implementation

By implementation we mean the mapping of a polynomial system to some other
model description. In that sense the implementation problem is essentially the
inverse of the modeling problem. Some particularly interesting implementa-
tion domains are: high level imperative language such as C, assembler, ladder
diagrams, VHDL circuit description or a structured document such as SGML.
The important thing is that the behavior should be preserved across the map-
ping, i.e.

� � PDS�MD and ��BMD�m�� � BPDS���m�� for all m � PDS

� 7.1 C Code

� 7.1.1 Modeling Domain

The C programming language.

� 7.1.2 Mapping to C Code

The following simple mapping from polynomial expressions to C expressions
work analogously to the Boolean mapping in the modeling section.

��i� � i� i � 	� �� � � � � p� 	

��xi� � xi� i � 	� �� � � � � n

��uj� � uj� j � 	� �� � � � �m

��e�e	� � ���e�� ���e	��%p

��e� � e	� � ���e�� ���e	��%p

Example 7.1
Suppose we have a polynomial model m in the field F .

��m� � �

�
�
��
�

x�� 
� x� � �x	u�
x�	 
� x	 � �u�
y 
� ��x�

�	


�
A

�

�
�
��
�

x�� � �x� � ��� � x	�%� � u��%��%�

x�	 � �x	 � �� � u��%��%�

y � ��� � x��%�

�	


�
A

The implementation problem is far more complex in general then what has
been demonstrated in this section.
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� 8 Conclusion

� 8.1 Summary

We have seen the outline of theory and computations for discrete (event) sys-
tems.

Polynomial relations over finite fields offer a complete theory, i.e. geometry,
algebra and algorithms. They can also be manipulated fairly efficiently by us-
ing q:ary decision diagrams (although that has not been shown in this paper).

In order to get a complete discrete systems theory we need to be able to in-
teract with the modeling world outside a particular formalism, i.e. we need to
translate to (modeling) and from (implementation) other model representations.

Finally we need to be able to perform all of our analysis and design compu-
tations in terms of the polynomial formualation. We have sampled some of the
possible analysis tasks, i.e. reachability, controllability, disturbance rejection, for-
mal language properties and temporal algebra verification. Similarly we have
also sampled some of the possible design computations, i.e. control, disturbance
rejection and variations of these such as the supervisory control problem.

� 8.2 Future

There are many additional modeling and implementation domains that could
be connected to the polynomial approach to discrete (event) systems. See [9] for
some additional and much more details.

Furthermore we have barely scratched the surface when it comes to analysis
and design problems. In particular this is true when it comes to identifying real
world such problems.
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